Digital Lighting Object Guide

4x3RectangleFire.x (1)  Diss2Fire.x (2)  TubeCube.x (3)  Spike_Blob5.x (4)
KaleidoSphere2.x (5)  Bum.x (6)  Halo.x (7)  ToroidCheckerboard2.x (8)
MoreSwirl.x (9)  FlatRings2.x (10)  FlatRings.x (11)  SquareFlatRings2.x (12)
SquareFlatRings.x (13)  PipeCylinder.x (14)  PipeCylinder3.x (15)  Jax1A.x (16)
Jax3A.x (17)  InsideSphere.x (18)  Kaleido1.x (19)  Kaleido1a.x (20)
Triangle.x (21)  Toroid.x (22)  OutsideCube.x (23)  KaleidoStar2.x (24)

54-Stock-Content
96-100 ship in DL.3 and Axon only